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PowerPoint Pro 
– Certification Quiz Questions 
Module 3 – The Slide Master, Layouts, and Sections 

 

1. Which of the following choices represent the CORRECT advantages and disadvantages of 

the Slide Master and custom layouts in PowerPoint? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 

 

a. These features are useful for adding consistent logos, headers, and footers to slides. 

 

b. The Slide Master is useful for changing fill colors throughout the entire presentation, 

assuming you use the “Customize Colors” option and a Theme Color for each shape. 

 

c. One disadvantage is that you must retain all the built-in/default custom layouts 

when using these features. 

 

d. If you make a mistake on a slide that uses a custom layout, it’s difficult to “reset it” 

to its original appearance. 

 

e. Sometimes, formatting changes on Placeholders within custom layouts do not carry 

through to the normal slides that use them. 

 

f. It’s cumbersome to convert an entire presentation that does not use the Slide 

Master and custom layouts into one that does. 

 

2. You have used the Slide Master in PowerPoint to create “formatting guides” for your 

entire presentation, as shown below (this is the “Office Theme Slide Master” layout that 

appears in the beginning and cannot be deleted): 
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What are the primary BENEFITS of these formatting guides in your presentation? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 

 

a. You can click these formatting guides on any presentation slide and copy/paste the 

formats to the shapes on your slide. 

 

b. If you’re using specific Theme Colors in your presentation, these formatting guides 

let you look up the RGB color codes and quickly copy/paste the fill colors. 

 

c. They act as a general reference for the types of colors, shapes, borders, and fonts 

you should be using everywhere. 

 

d. These formatting guides work well with the “Format Cycle” set of macros since you 

can set them as reference shapes in the Slide Master and cycle through their formats 

on slides with normal shapes. 
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3. You’re currently working through a finished presentation and picking out slides for which 

you want to create custom layouts in the Slide Master. 

 

You decide to create a layout for the “Criteria for Potential Strategic Partners” slide 

shown below: 

 

 
 

Which parts of this slide should be SHAPES rather than Placeholders on the custom layout 

within the Slide Master? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 
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a. The “Goldman Stanley” logo at the bottom and the “Project Jaguar” label at the top. 

 

b. The blue boxes in the left column (“Key Criteria,” “Market Cap,” etc.). 

 

c. The bulleted textboxes that form the 2-column layout in the main area of the slide. 

 

d. The section-marker blue box (“Potential Strategic Alternatives”) at the top. 

 

e. The white “Tier 1 Potential Partners” and “Tier 2 Potential Partners” shapes and the 

solid blue shape under them. 

 

4. You are using a custom layout with Placeholders for the “Company Profile” slide shown 

below: 
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When you go to the layout in the Slide Master and change properties such as the line 

spacing in the Placeholder text, the text on this normal slide does NOT update in 

response. What is the most likely problem? 

 

a. In the Placeholder, you applied the line spacing formatting to the *text* within the 

Placeholder rather than the Placeholder itself. 

 

b. You duplicated an existing Placeholder on this custom layout, moved it to the 

correct position, and changed the formatting rather than creating a brand-new 

Placeholder. 

 

c. You pasted text that was already formatted (e.g., from Word) into the Placeholder 

text field rather than pasting in unformatted text. 

 

d. You’ve deleted the initial Placeholder on this slide, so you’re now editing a shape or 

textbox that is no longer linked to the custom layout. 

 

5. What is the MAIN BENEFIT of the “Slide Sorter” view in PowerPoint? 

 

a. It lets you quickly duplicate a selection of shapes across multiple slides in your 

presentation. 

 

b. It helps ensure consistent formatting by letting you copy and paste theme colors and 

shape formats across slides. 

 

c. It lets you quickly jump to specific slides by getting a bird’s-eye view of the 

presentation. 

 

d. It lets you quickly rearrange presentations, especially longer ones, if you’ve created 

Sections and placed the slides in the correct Sections. 
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